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t ABSTRACT
I
T}lis pa~r anempts to sn{dy the effect of the impoct of a paraboloidal projectile on human skin membrane.
I The tip of the projectile (i.e., the bulletli p) has been considered to be paraboloidal aJ)d is made of lead or ~teel.
I The threshold velocity, i.e., the velocity when the skin membrane .is about to rupture has reen calculated for
j human beings of various age groups. The t)u'eshold velocity for a paralx>loidal projectile of certain di~nsions( has been found, for all age groups, to be less than that of a spherical projectile under similar conditions.
I I J
I
I. INTRODUCTION
I
The effect of the impact of a spherical projectile
has already ~een studied by Jauhari and Mohantal. The
classic breakdown of human skin under the impact of a
I
spherical projectile has bt:en theorised by Jauhari and
Bandhopadhyay2 by takihg recourse to the th~ory ofj
elasticity. As a first approxiration, the skin has been
treated as homQgeneous, isot11opic, elastic membrane
like a ductile m*terial. On the basis of mltximum shear
theory, the elastic breakdown was investigated an~ a~
expression for the tthreshold velocity for the elastic
break down was deri ved. As in the y ieldi~g of an elastic
body, the elas4c breakdown of the skin membrane is the
first stage in tl\e process leading to its ultimate rupture.
Once yielding starts, the inelastic strain increases,\ I
eventually leadinga to the ruptu~e.
It has been assumed that t~e skin membrane would
I
just rupture when kinetic energy of the bullet projectile
I
per unit volume of the strained skin membrane equals
the strain energy per unit .volume obtained in a simple
.
tension test of the skin mf;mbrane. If m is the mass of L-Lo
the bullet, V,h is th~ threshold velocity just to rupture F. = -
the skin membrane,' ~o the volume of the skin strained
due to impact, and A '1 the area under the stress-strain
curve in a simple 'te-nsion test, then the threshold
velocity for penetra~iJn of the skin membrane is given
as :
V'h = " 2 Ao AIm (I)
I
Equation ( I) can be used to calculJlte the threshold
velocity for the penetration, provided A, Ao and m are
known. I
2. EXPRESSION FOR do
The tip of the bullet is taken as the origin, its axis
as X-axis and the frame of reference as moving with
the bullet. The punch of the bullet is considered up to
distance x in the membrane (Fig. I). The paraboloid is
considtered as the solid of revolution obt.ained by
revolving about X-axis, the parabola, :
2 2y = 4Cx. C = b 140 (2)
I I
A length 2y of the unstrained skin will be stressed
to a length L gi ven by
L12 -r -, ~C C I G« + ..r x (3)
-vx. v x + L ...og ..r C
The percentage elongation of the strained skin isI
-given by
(4)Lo X 100
Equation (4) gives ~he percentage elongation so
long as the bullet has 'Pressed the skin up to a distance
only less than or equal to a. For further depression, the
percentage elongation e will be independent of y
which takes the constant value b.
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m = ! 7t b2 (a + 21) p (9)
2
where p is the density of the materi~1 of the bullet.
,
Here, the bullet is considered to be of steel or lead for
-I
which p (steel) = 7.8 g/cc, ,P (lead) ;: 11 g/cc.
4. EXPRESSION FOR A
,
,The A represents the area under the stress-strain
curv~ of skin in a simple tension test. According to
Seely3 this, in the case of ductile materials, .is
approximately represented :as: I
(10)A = ~ (Sy -Su) tu
Figure 1. Impact or a bullet on skin membrane
When x ~ a,
..r- x. .JX-:j:(
where Sy and Su are the r>'ield point and ~he ultimate
strength of the m~terial, respectively and Eu/is the strain
at the rupture poiht. Stress-strain curves for various ager 4
gro,ups are available. The area undef these curves has
been directly ca:culated and is given in lable I.
, I
5. EXPRESSION FOR IVth 1
Finally, expression for ~e threshold ~elocity V1h is
obtained by substituting the values of ~a, m and A in
Eqn.(I)i.e., I
V,h= ~ (11)
.0(0 + 2/) p
Equation ( II) can be used to find the J threshold
velocity when the other parJmeters are known. It
is further assumed that I = 2~. thqreby reducing the
Eqn.(II)to I I
f
Vth = "' ~ ~ .!£. A ' (12)
.5 a a p I ,
The threshold velocities for various values (x/a),I
(ta/a) and A are calclliated for different age groups for
bullet of steel or I,ead. I
E/lOO= 2~
(5)(x<a )
When x = a,
+ K tog "..J 4a 1 + £1 + 20 -b
]4a bE=
(6)
A, per.enlare elongalioil al rUpl~re and IhrTshold velodlf
( r = UI6" and to = S mm) ror dlrrerenl age groups
I
Table I.
In particular, when b = a
£ = 48% (approximattly)
The expression for 60 is obtained by multiplying
the area of presentation of the bullet with the thickness
of the skin. Thus,
A Elongation at
(fl.poundaV rupture (%)
cu.inch)
Age group
2 b2 (7)
~ o = 7t y to = 7t -x to
a I
where to is the thickness of the skin. Therefore, the
maximum value of ~o is obtained when XI= a and is
given by 15-30 years 822.55 55 113
max ( ~o ) = 1t b2 to t (8)
3. EXPRESSION FOR m
The mass of the bullet consists of two parts, viz.,
the paraboloidal part and the cylindrical part. Thus,
J0-50years 831.19 )3 113
891.16 11550.80 years 31
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x!a
~ It " FROM TWO MONTHS PREMATURELY BORN
INFANTS TO CHILDREN OF THREE YEARS
--., FOR THE AGE GROUP 15-30 YEARS
6. DISCUSSION I
I
The variations of I the threshold velocity for the
bullets of lead and steel for different 'values of to/a in
the age group 30- 50 years have been shown in Fig. 2.
Under identical conditibns, a steel bullet has a g~eater
.,
threshold velocity than a lead bullet of same
dimensions. Further, V,h increase with increase in the
value of to/a.
Figure 3 shows the variations of the threshold
velocity of a steel bullet for different age
..groups (to/a = 2.0). It IS clear from the curves that more
I
the age, greater is tl\e threshold velocity. This change is
,
more appreciable between the age groups of under three
years anp 15-30 years than between the age groups of
15-30 yJars and 50-80 years. I
I
lnlFig. ~,lcomp3jrison beiween the threshold
velocities of a spherical projectile and a paraboloidal
..bullet, both of steel, has been shown for the age group
30-50 years. If the two projectil~s are of same mass,
then from Eqn. ( 1) it is seen thal for the two should
,
be eqhal, other conditions remaining the same. The
curve~ have been drawn with r = b = a and 1 = 2a. The
\
FOR THE AGE GROUP 50-80 YEARS
Figure 3. Threshold velocity V Ih {fils) or steel bullet ror different
age groups with to=22. .
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I
compared to a of the spherical projectile. i.e., the bullet
1Ias a 11111fl: sllafp lip.
Figure 2. Threshold velocity V1h (n/s) for the age grdup 3~50
years for dirferent values of skin thickness. I
threshold vel.ocity f.or the bullet h'as been f~und to be
considerably less tl\al1 thaI of spherical projeclilc. 111
facl, the radi~s of cur~ature of the bullet tip is an as
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